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#DTTT Campus Co-Creation with Visitors Workshop | Humanising Research

Conversation Circle! 

Assumptions

Facts

Research and Co-Creation

Your Findings.....

How did your general assumptions about visitors' beahviour compare to the facts? List your general assumptions in the assumptions
section, and the facts you discovered in the facts section next to it. Choose different colours to highlight any assumptions that
were different and any assumptions that were correct. 

Assumptions vs Facts 

Visitors start planning their day at the visitor centre.

Visitors start planning their day upon arrival or before they leave their accommodation.

Visitors use their phones to plan at least parts of their activities.

Visitors use their phones to plan at least parts of their activities.

Here is a great place to record key points and findings, both from your conversations with your visitors, and your discussions about
your findings with your fellow DMOs. 

Visitor Findings DMO Findings

Summary

Here is a space to summarise your key findings from this workshop! Which of your assumptions was the most accurate? Which of
your assmuptions was the most incorrect? What was your key finding overall? Write your answers in the boxes below. 

Most accurate assumption Most inaccurate assumption Most important key finding

Survey Analysis & Focus Groups

Co-Creation Station! 

Expectations from research

Research

Research notes

Use one side of this zone to write down your expectations for the survey and what you hope to get out of it. 
Use the other side of the zone to make notes on your survey as you go along.

Mapping the Visitor Journey from A-B

Use this road map to map out the mini planning journey your visitor takes from planning out their
day, to finishing their chosen activities. 

Ideation on Customer Behaviour and Research

Assumption Mapping

Visitor Feedback Area

Visitors - this area is for you! DMOs - invite your visitor to use this space to write down their feedback about this process, as well as any of their
thoughts on your assumptions about their visitor journey. 

Use the zones below to map out your assumptions about your visitors. 

Assumption zone! 

Touchpoints
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Reflections on Assumptions

Use the sticky notes below to put down any of your reflections on your assumptions. Rationalise your
assumptions in the notes below.

Assumptions about the Visitor Decision-Making Process

Getting Started! 

Charlotte Daniel
Synne Myhre

✏️ Tourist Information Centre
Teams
✍️ Research & Visitor Insight
Teams
🏔️ Destination Development
Teams

Who is this workshop for?

Invited Expert View:

Workshop Description! 

Workshop Outcomes! 

You Will Need....

A computer 
This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to particpate. 

How to use mural!

Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here!

What better way to improve the visitor
experience than experiencing the visit with the
visitors themselves. That was a mouthful! But
we think the best way to refine the visitor
experience in destinations is to 'Adopt a visitor'
and experience it together.

This workshop will invite visitors to be part of
a design thinking process, looking at how the
visit met expectations, challenges and
opportunities. In essence, DMOs will learn how
to humanise the research process by actually
talking to visitors on the spot and getting to
understand their decision-making process,
behaviours and influences and see how we as
DMOs can serve them better.

Ultimately, you will be given the opportunity
to run a series of pilots in-person with actual
visitors including:
Micro visitor surveys
Focus group sessions
Content and channel exploratory sessions

Post it notes and Text
boxes are here! 

Understand how to humanise the research process.
Get out of your comfort zone, taking research in-house.
Meet and talk with real visitors, understand their needs.
Challenge your own assumptions with facts.
Explore content, channel and discovery trends in person.
Co-create ideas and concepts with other DMOs.
Gather and explore varying forms of research and share a range of
knowledge with other DMOs.
Learn new techniques and processes which you can put into action back
at home in your DMO.
 

First
Step

second
step 

Third Step

With regards to your visitor's decision-making process, how do you think your visitors first become aware of your destination, how they research
your destination, and how they finally book their trip to your destination? Think specifically about how decisions are made in a digital world. Start of Visitor Journey (A)

What were the visitors' planning points?

How does this match your assumptions about the visitor journey?

End of visitor Journey (B)

#DTTTCAMPUS  #cocreation

Workshop Agenda! 

- 13:40: Meeting point with all workshop participants (we will have a
dedicated meeting point for each workshop)
- 13:45 - 14:00: Walk to VisitOSLO office
- 14:00 - 14:30: Introduction & Inspirations
- 14:30 - 15:00: Ideation on customer behaviours and research
- 15:00 - 16:00: Survey Analysis & Focus Groups
- 16:00 - 16:15: Coffee Break
- 16:15 - 17:00: Research Analysis & Co-creation ideas
- 17:00 - 17:30: Group pitch & debrief
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30 Minutes

Use this road map to map out the mini planning
journey your visitor takes from planning out their
day, to finishing their chosen activities. 

Research

Booking

Visit Oslo - The Visitor Journey

Turn data collection into an experience with Typeform. Create beautiful online forms, surveys, quizzes, and so much more. Try it for FREE.

Typeform

Visit Oslo - 24hrs in Oslo

Turn data collection into an experience with Typeform. Create beautiful online forms, surveys, quizzes, and so much more. Try it for FREE.
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Awareness

https://dttt.typeform.com/report/ejXGzr/RsOjY4kunVw13qRt
https://dttt.typeform.com/report/ejXGzr/RsOjY4kunVw13qRt
https://dttt.typeform.com/report/AvwHxZ/l7W3Z8OqSc1k99BX
https://dttt.typeform.com/report/AvwHxZ/l7W3Z8OqSc1k99BX
https://dttt.typeform.com/to/AvwHxZ
https://dttt.typeform.com/to/ejXGzr

